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Colours Quiz

Instructions
This is a quiz based around colours. Before the session, ask each child to have a blue,
yellow, green and red item with them. This could be a t-shirt, sock, piece of Lego, toy, 
keyring etc. 

Ask each question, give some thinking time and then do a 5 second countdown. At 
zero, everyone should show the coloured item which they think is the correct answer. 
AAward a point for everyone holding the correct colour. 

Questions: 
1. What colour is on the outer edge of a rainbow?  Red
2. The French flag is made up of three colours. White, red and which other colour? 
Blue
3. In football, which two coloured cards does the referee use to warn and send 
players off?  Yellow and Red
4. In 4. In Toy Story, what colour is Rex?  Green
5. What colour is the cross on The Boys’ Brigade logo (Anchor)?  Red
6. If you mix blue and yellow, what colour do you get?  Green
7. What colour is the YouTube logo?  Red
8. What colour is the TARDIS in Doctor Who?  Blue
9. Traditionally, what colour is a no entry sign?  Red
10. In snooker, which coloured ball is worth 3 points? Green
11. What is the colour of the character that lives in a pineapple under the se11. What is the colour of the character that lives in a pineapple under the sea? 
Yellow (SpongeBob SquarePants) 
12. What colour is the writing on the Tesco logo?  Red
13. On Captain America’s shield, the white star in the centre is on top of what coloured
centre?  Blue 
14. Mars is sometimes referred to as the _______ planet?  Red
15. What colour clothes do minions normally wear?  Blue


